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Abstract
Background: Metagenomic sequencing is a well-established tool in the modern biosciences. While it promises unparalleled
insights into the genetic content of the biological samples studied, conclusions drawn are at risk from biases inherent to
the DNA sequencing methods, including inaccurate abundance estimates as a function of genomic guanine-cytosine (GC)
contents. Results: We explored such GC biases across many commonly used platforms in experiments sequencing multiple
genomes (with mean GC contents ranging from 28.9% to 62.4%) and metagenomes. GC bias profiles varied among different
library preparation protocols and sequencing platforms. We found that our workflows using MiSeq and NextSeq were
hindered by major GC biases, with problems becoming increasingly severe outside the 45–65% GC range, leading to a falsely
low coverage in GC-rich and especially GC-poor sequences, where genomic windows with 30% GC content had >10-fold less
coverage than windows close to 50% GC content. We also showed that GC content correlates tightly with coverage biases.
The PacBio and HiSeq platforms also evidenced similar profiles of GC biases to each other, which were distinct from those
seen in the MiSeq and NextSeq workflows. The Oxford Nanopore workflow was not afflicted by GC bias. Conclusions: These
findings indicate potential sources of difficulty, arising from GC biases, in genome sequencing that could be pre-emptively
addressed with methodological optimizations provided that the GC biases inherent to the relevant workflow are
understood. Furthermore, it is recommended that a more critical approach be taken in quantitative abundance estimates in
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metagenomic studies. In the future, metagenomic studies should take steps to account for the effects of GC bias before
drawing conclusions, or they should use a demonstrably unbiased workflow.
Keywords: GC bias; high-throughput sequencing; metagenomics; Illumina; Oxford Nanopore; PacBio

Background

Data Description
A total of 20 shotgun genome-sequencing datasets were
produced using DNA isolated from 14 different bacteria with
contrasting average GC contents in order to examine the GCdependent coverage biases inherent to 5 different sequencing
workflows (MiSeq, NextSeq, HiSeq, Oxford Nanopore, and
Pacific Biosciences [PacBio]). Full details of which organism
was sequenced according to which workflow are available in
Supplementary Table 1. All of these datasets have been made
available in the SRA under the BioProject accession number
PRJNA503577. Similarly, we used 5 different metagenome
datasets to examine GC-dependent coverage biases inherent
to their workflows (Table 1), where 4 of these were already
publicly available and 1 was produced as a part of another
project [15], and uploaded to the SRA, under PRJNA503577, with
that project’s leader’s consent. The library preparation protocol
is an important factor when considering GC bias in sequencing
data. Therefore attention is drawn to the fact that the MiSeq
and NextSeq workflows (Supplementary Table 1) and 1 of the
metagenome datasets (SRR8570466) were produced using very
similar protocols, in contrast to the long-read libraries and
the other Illumina datasets (HiSeq genome sequencing and
the remaining metagenome libraries). None of the Illumina
datasets were derived from PCR-free libraries, while the PacBio
and Nanopore data were.
We also produced digital droplet PCR (ddPCR) data using
3 different primer sets targeting subsections of 2 single-copy
genes and the 16S rRNA gene on the chromosome of Fusobacterium sp. C1. The amplicons had different GC contents, and
ddPCR was used to assess the copy number of the 16S rRNA
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Recent advances in sequencing technologies have led to the
emergence of a variety of low cost per base, high-throughput
sequencing (HTS) platforms [1]. Different HTS platforms vary on
a number of counts, including read lengths, read quantities, biases, fidelity, cost per base, and turnover time. These variations
in attributes weigh in differently depending on the use case of
HTS (e.g., small and large genome sequencing, genome resequencing, single-cell genome sequencing, transcriptome profiling, metagenomics studies, and variant analyses [1]), and the
most suitable platform, or combination of complementary platforms, is chosen.
It is well established that there are several biases in HTS
data including substitution errors, insertion-deletion errors,
and composition-based coverage biases. For example, Illumina’s
MiSeq platform features substitution errors ∼100-fold more
abundantly than insertion/deletion errors, and the substitution
errors occur more frequently in the first 10 nt and towards the
ends of the reads [2]. Furthermore, DNA extraction efficiency
varies greatly between microorganisms, and thereby DNA extraction introduces biases into amplicon (e.g., small subunit
[SSU] ribosomal RNA [rRNA]) surveys and metagenomics surveys [3]. However, this work focuses on coverage biases related
to guanine-cytosine (GC) content.
Coverage biases can be introduced into HTS datasets in a
variety of ways. PCR is known to be a major contributor to biases in HTS datasets [3]. It is widely known that sequencing
GC-rich DNA is challenging owing to its inefficient amplification by PCR [4], while GC-poor DNA can also be problematic [5,
6]. Other sample-handling procedures during library preparation also contribute to coverage biases, often in a GC content–
dependent manner [5–9]. These biases are such that GC-rich and
GC-poor sequences usually exhibit under-coverage relative to
GC-optimal sequences [5, 6, 10, 11]. For instance, heat treatment
(50◦ C) to melt agarose gel slices prior to size selection during
sample preparation can result in an under-representation of GCpoor sequences, which can be mitigated by melting agarose at
room temperature [12]. Many experimental recommendations
have already been made to mitigate GC biases. Chief amongst
these are recommendations aimed at reducing GC biases introduced by PCR, such as the use of PCR-free HTS library preparation procedures when possible, choosing a less biasing PCR
polymerase mixture, the use of PCR additives such as betaine
to improve coverage of GC-rich regions, or trimethylammonium
chloride to improve coverage of GC-poor regions and the reduction of temperature ramp rates in thermocyclers [4–8, 12, 13].
Owing to the various biasing effects of DNA-processing steps,
coverage evenness has been shown to vary between different
HTS library preparation kits, oftentimes in a GC content–related
manner [5, 8]. When considering technical optimizations to mitigate GC bias during HTS, it is often the case that optimizations to mitigate under-coverage of high-GC regions can exacerbate the under-coverage of low-GC regions and vice versa [13].
Thus it could be feasible to optimize HTS library preparation for
sequencing a single microbial genome with a (approximately)
known average GC content. However, this does not account for
local variations in GC content within a single genome, which can
systematically result in very poor coverage of some loci, possibly
leading to gaps in an assembly.

The focus of this work is to develop a better understanding
of GC-dependent coverage biases in DNA sequencing in some of
the currently most widely used HTS platforms, particularly in
relation to metagenome sequencing. This is important because
metagenome sequencing is being applied in an increasing
number of studies. Unbiased coverage in metagenome sequencing data is important because read numbers (or coverage)
are used as a proxy for relative species or gene abundances in
metagenomics surveys [8]. In the context of pure isolate genome
(re)sequencing, unbiased coverage can be advantageous for
obtaining complete coverage with relatively modest sequencing
effort and many assembly algorithms do not perform optimally
in the case of non-uniform coverage [14]. While it may be possible to mitigate against GC biases with technical optimizations
for single-isolate genome sequencing, it will almost universally
be the case that there will be a large number of DNA molecules
with a wide range of average GC contents in the context of
metagenome surveys. For this reason, the use of knowledge
regarding the GC bias profile of the HTS workflow used may help
to account for the effects of GC bias during data processing.
While it is generally known that GC biases occur in HTS, it
is not generally known how these biases occur in different
HTS workflows. In this work, we examine the GC biases in
5 metagenome datasets and in single-genome–sequencing
datasets of 14 different bacteria with varying average GC
contents. The implications of these biases should affect how
we interpret both genomic and metagenomic data and how we
design sequencing workflows in the future.
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Table 1: Sources of datasets for GC-bias analysis in metagenome sequencing

Accession No.
(relevant
supplementary
data)

Sequencing
technology

N50 >10
kb

No. PCR
cycles

HiSeq 2000

Paired-End Genomic
DNA Sample Prep Kit
(Illumina)
NEBnext Ultra

Human faeces
(female)

[16]

2880

71.9 Mb

29,679

10–12

Kelpassociated
biofilm
Human faeces
(male)

[17]

217

3.77 Mb

18,496

4–12

GA II

Paired-End Genomic
DNA Sample Prep Kit
(Illumina)

NIH
Human
Microbiome
Project
[15]

1409

21.6 Mb

14,775

10–12

SRR8570466
(Supplementary
Video 4)

NextSeq

Nextera

5496

109 Mb

20,186

8

SRR7521238
(Supplementary
Video 5)

HiSeq 2500

NEBNext

[18]

1256

26.9 Mb

22,974

14

Moving bed
biofilm
reactors with
effluent
wastewater
Intestinal
contents of a
turkey vulture

Assembly statistics are presented for contigs larger than 10 kb only. The number of PCR cycles used during library preparation was inferred
from the library preparation kit’s instructions when it could not be found in the referenced publications.

gene per chromosome. Finally, we produced MiSeq reads from
triplicate equimolar mixtures of 2 5.3-kb PCR products amplified from Fusobacterium sp. C1 to confirm the occurrence of GCdependent coverage biases independently of the genomic background. These MiSeq reads were also uploaded to the SRA under
PRJNA503577.

Analyses
Fusobacterium sequencing exemplifies under-coverage
of GC-poor loci
We chose Fusobacterium sp. C1 for a wide range of experiments related to GC bias to build a complete picture of how
GC biases manifest in the sequencing of a GC-poor bacterial
genome. These experiments encompassed genome sequencing
using 5 different workflows (MiSeq, NextSeq, HiSeq, PacBio, and
Nanopore), MiSeq sequencing of long-range (5.3 kb) PCR amplicons, and ddPCR to validate the SSU rRNA copy number.
Assembly of the Fusobacterium sp. C1 sequencing data resulted in 1 complete circular chromosome, 2,032,704 bp in
length, and 2 probable plasmids, 1,964 and 2,272 bp in length.
The probable plasmids were omitted from coverage analyses
owing to uncertain stoichiometric ratios with the chromosome
(see Methods). Hereafter the term C1 assembly refers only to the
∼2.0 Mb contig. The C1 assembly had a relatively low GC content
at 28.9%. Unsupervised annotation indicated that there were
1,856 coding sequences (CDSs), 66 transfer RNA (tRNA) genes,
and 28 rRNA genes in 9 rRNA loci.
Coverage of the C1 assembly by all 5 sequencing workflows
is illustrated in Fig. 1. In the MiSeq, NextSeq, HiSeq, and PacBio
workflows, it is apparent that there are numerous coverage
spikes, especially in the vicinity of rRNA loci. These coverage
spikes appear to be much sharper in the MiSeq and NextSeq
datasets than in the HiSeq and PacBio datasets, with the biggest
coverage spikes in the MiSeq and NextSeq data co-occurring
very closely with changes in GC content in rRNA loci. For the
GC-biased workflows (MiSeq, NextSeq, HiSeq, and PacBio), the

coverage depths at the rRNA loci vary between 5.1- and 8.0-fold
higher than background coverage depths (MiSeq, 8.0; NextSeq,
5.1; HiSeq, 6.2; PacBio, 8.0), while for the Nanopore dataset, this
ratio was 1.0 (calculations are detailed in [19]). In contrast to
the other 4 workflows, the Nanopore dataset had comparatively
even coverage apart from 1 broad coverage spike near the end of
the linear representation of the chromosome (Fig. 1). The broad
coverage spike in the Nanopore workflow had seemingly no relationship to local GC content.
To verify the coverage spikes and to rule out the possibility
of misassembly resulting in an underestimation of the number
of rRNA loci, further experiments were performed. First, ddPCR
was used to compare the ratio of a region of the small SSU rRNA
to 2 other single-copy genes. Ratios of 9.4 and 11.0 SSU rRNA
were found to the 2 other loci, respectively, by ddPCR. These ratios (9.4 and 11.0) are close to the number of rRNA loci annotated
in the C1 assembly. This supports the inference that there are ∼9
rRNA loci in the C1 chromosome as presented in the assembly
and dispels the notion that there are significantly more than 9
(up to 72 based on 8.0-fold over-coverage) rRNA loci based on the
abovementioned high relative coverage of the rRNA loci in 4 of
the 5 sequencing datasets.
Second, the MiSeq workflow was used to sequence an
equimolar mixture of 2 5.3-kb PCR products of 2 loci from Fusobacterium sp. C1 with GC contents of 30.2% (a locus containing CDSs and intergenic sequences) and 45.5% (a locus containing rRNA-encoding genes and intergenic regions). This approach
was to facilitate separating local GC content from global genome
signatures, such as the fact that the majority of the genome is
GC-poor, while primarily only the rRNA loci are GC-optimal. The
45.5% GC fragment evidenced higher coverage, with 4.14-, 10.63and 5.39-fold (3 replicates) more reads mapping to it than to the
30.2% GC fragment. This further supports the hypothesis that
there are coverage biases related to GC content inherent in our
Nextera XT/MiSeq workflow. Further information on this experiment, and a plot illustrating sequencing coverage overlaid upon
GC content, are available in Supplementary Text and Supplementary Figs 1 and 2.
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Assembly
length >10
kb

Library preparation kit Environment

ERR526087
(Supplementary
Video 1)
SRR5035895
(Supplementary
Video 2)
SRS049959
(Supplementary
Video 3)

MiSeq

Source

Total
contigs >10
kb
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Manifestation of GC biases in various HTS workflows
We then examined GC-related coverage biases in the MiSeqbased genome sequencing of 10 different bacteria with average
GC contents ranging from 28.9% to 62.4% (Supplementary Table 1). These were all produced using the same workflow involving transposon-mediated cleaving and tagging (tagmentation) of DNA and 14 PCR cycles. Coverage was assessed in 500 bp
wide sliding windows, and the coverage was normalized by dividing by the average coverage of the 49% GC genomic windows.
The choice of 49% was simply because all bacteria sequenced in
this work have sufficient (≥3) numbers of 500-nt genomic windows with 49% GC content. The normalized coverage was log-

transformed in the plots presenting the results. In every case,
sequencing libraries were prepared following the same workflow
with the Nextera XT DNA library prep kit. From plots of normalized relative coverage versus GC content (Fig. 2), it can be seen
that a local GC content of between ∼50% and 60% is optimal,
and the relative coverage decreases considerably as the local GC
content becomes more dissimilar from the optimal range. The
relatively small error bars (standard deviations) seen in Fig. 2 indicate that there generally is not considerable variation in relative coverage among the various individual 500-nt genomic windows of the same GC content, suggesting that relative coverage
and local GC content are tightly correlated. This corroborates the
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Figure 1: Coverage biases in the sequencing of Fusobacterium sp. C1. The circle plot shows from the inside: GC content (Ring 1); positions of CDSs, rRNAs, and tRNAs
(Ring 2); positions of the PCR targets for ddPCR and the 5.3-kb PCR products (Ring 3); and coverages of Nanopore, MiSeq, NextSeq, HiSeq, and PacBio reads (Rings 4–8,
respectively). The circles are numbered from the inside. The GC content plot is centred on the median GC content, with GC contents greater than the median extending
outwards. The coverage data are plotted in 50 nt windows, with separate linear scales for each dataset.
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Figure 2: Coverage biases in MiSeq datasets from many bacteria with different GC contents. Dot plots show local GC content and normalized relative coverages in
500-nt windows (see Methods for explanation) of MiSeq data from a variety of bacteria with different average GC contents. Error bars indicate ±1 standard deviation of
normalized coverage. The intensity of the blue in the dots is a log-transformed heat map of the number of 500-nt windows averaged into that datapoint. The datapoint
with the most windows in each plot has maximum blue. The vertical green line marks the average GC content of each assembly. The average normalized coverage
value is indicated with a horizontal dashed red line.
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datasets evidenced no major relative coverage biases related to
local GC content (Fig. 3) and the error bars were generally quite
small, suggesting that the Nanopore workflow gives very even
coverage across a wide range of GC contents and in different local genomic contexts.

GC biases in metagenome datasets
The effects of GC content were also investigated in 5 independent metagenome datasets. These datasets were from different environments where the microbial communities would
be expected to have different complexities. Furthermore, the
datasets were prepared following different workflows and using different sequencing platforms (Table 1). Given that there
were no 1% wide GC bins common to all contigs in these assemblies, the GC biases were presented in a different manner to the
single-genome datasets above (see Methods), by presenting logtransformed coverage ratios in pairs of 1% wide GC bins within
each contig in 3D plots (Supplementary Videos 1–5). In these, it
can be seen that the GC biases differed considerably between
datasets. In ERR526087 (human female faecal metagenome), it
is seen that GC-bins of ∼45% received optimal coverage, while
the relative coverage decreased as the GC content increased
above or decreased below this optimum. In SRR8570466 (moving bed biofilm reactor metagenome) there was little or no GC
bias between 40% and 70% while the relative coverage decreased
outside of this range. In SRR5035895 (kelp-associated biofilm
metagenome), the relative coverage increased with increasing
GC content between 25% and 67%. In SRS049959 (human male
faecal metagenome), optimal coverage was seen for GC contents
between 17% and 36% and relative coverage decreased as the
GC content increased above 36%. In the SRR7521238 (vulture gut)
metagenome dataset, optimal coverage occurred between ∼50%
and 60% GC content, with the relative coverage decreasing as
the GC content increased above or decreased below this optimal
range.

Discussion
The overarching aim of this study was to improve the general understanding about the affects that GC-related coverage
biases may have on abundance estimates of species or functions/pathways in HTS-based shotgun metagenomics experiments. However, we first presented results describing GC biases
in the sequencing of single bacterial genomes. The reason for
this is that subsets of bacterial chromosomes with differing GC
contents are equally abundant, if one can assume minimal effects from replication forks, which facilitates a thorough investigation of GC biases within a single molecule. The Fusobacterium
sp. C1 genome sequence presented here was from an isolated
representative of the dominant operational taxonomic unit in
New World vulture gastrointestinal tracts detected by amplicon analysis (SSU rRNA) [20]. In our attempt at sequencing this
strain’s genome we found such severe coverage biases seemingly linked to GC content that we considered it pertinent to seek
further validation of the copy number of rRNA loci via ddPCR.
The problem of coverage of the rRNA loci in particular arose because the majority of CDSs and intergenic regions in Fusobacterium sp. C1 have low GC content, while its rRNA genes are typical with respect to other prokaryotes in having balanced (between 50% and 60%) GC contents (Supplementary Fig. 5, [21]).
This discrepancy in GC contents is almost certainly responsible for the under-coverage of the majority of the C1 assembly
relative to the rRNA loci. From our results, we would predict
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sharper peaks of the MiSeq dataset compared with the HiSeq
and PacBio datasets (Fig. 1). An overlaid plot (Supplementary
Fig. 2 part A) from all experiments in Fig. 2 shows that the GC
content–related coverage bias is dependent primarily on the local GC content and is not affected in a big way by other factors
such as global GC content or other sequence signatures. In fact,
a quadratic curve could be fitted reasonably well (R2 = 0.97) to
the overlaid plot of normalized relative coverage versus local GC
content (Supplementary Fig. 2 part A).
The median qualities (Phred scores) of MiSeq reads were high
for reads with GC contents below ∼65%, but decreased above this
GC level (Supplementary Fig. 3). This decrease in quality above
65% GC content resulted in reads with high GC content being
more affected by quality filtering than reads with moderate or
low GC content (Supplementary Fig. 4).
We also have NextSeq datasets derived from Nextera XT libraries for the genome sequencing of 5 different bacteria, ranging in GC content from 28.9% to 63.0% (Supplementary Table 1,
Fig. 3). These data were produced similarly to the MiSeq data
where library preparation involved tagmentation and 14 PCR cycles. In these, the normalized relative coverages decreased as the
local GC contents decreased below ∼55% in all but the Aminobacter dataset. Aminobacter had the highest global GC content (63%)
in this study, and its NextSeq dataset evidenced almost no coverage bias related to local GC content between 41% and 74%. The
Rhizobium NextSeq dataset, with local GC content ranging from
39% to 70%, showed decreased relative coverage as the local GC
content decreased below 55%, and very little coverage bias above
55% local GC content. The 5 NextSeq datasets do not overlay
upon each other (Supplementary Fig. 2 part B) as well as the 10
MiSeq datasets (Supplementary Fig. 2 part A), as judged visually,
nor do they align as closely with the quadratic curve of best fit (R2
= 0.91) (Supplementary Fig. 2 part B). The small error bars seen in
the NextSeq plots (Fig. 3) corroborate the sharpness of the peaks
in Fig. 1, indicating that local coverage of the NextSeq data, as
was also the case for the MiSeq data, is tightly correlated with
local GC content. NextSeq reads were not affected by quality filtering with respect to GC content in the manner in which the
MiSeq reads were (Supplementary Fig. 4), despite the fact that
these reads had lower quality scores where their GC contents
were greater than ∼65% (Supplementary Fig. 3).
Two PacBio datasets (produced using a PCR-free protocol),
from Fusobacterium and Sphingobium, which differ greatly in
global GC content, were also examined for coverage biases
(Fig. 3). The Sphingobium PacBio dataset showed almost no GC
bias between 38% and 76% local GC content and very consistent
coverage as judged by the very small error bars in Fig. 3. Below
40% local GC content, the Fusobacterium dataset evidenced lower
relative coverage, while the large error bars in this range show
that the relative coverage is highly variable, indicating that factors other than local GC content have an influence on the relative coverage in the PacBio sequencing workflow in a predominantly low GC content background. A single HiSeq dataset for
Fusobacterium also evidenced several fold (up to almost 10-fold)
under-coverage and large error bars for windows with <40% local GC content (Fig. 3), indicating that the HiSeq workflow’s relative coverage is also affected by factors other than local GC content. The HiSeq dataset evidenced normal relative coverage from
40% to 55% local GC content. These HiSeq data derived from a
workflow involving sonication to shear DNA, followed by bluntending, adapter ligation, and 11 cycles of PCR.
Two Nanopore datasets were produced with PCR-free workflows for organisms with low and high global GC contents, Fusobacterium (28.9% GC) and Aminobacter (63.0% GC). Both of these
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Figure 3: GC biases in NextSeq, PacBio, Nanopore, and HiSeq data. The dot plots are as described in Fig. 2.

that SSU rRNA amplicon studies would be less sensitive to GC
bias than shotgun metagenomics owing to the narrow range
in GC content typically associated with SSU rRNA (Supplementary Fig. 5), which also corresponds to the optimal GC range in

our NexteraXT/MiSeq workflow. This is not to downplay the extent of other biases in amplicon surveys, such as those related
to DNA extraction from a wide variety of cell types, (degenerate) primer annealing, and variations in SSU rRNA copy number
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it is possible that another factor co-governing coverage biases in
the HiSeq and PacBio workflows is proximity to a region of balanced (∼50%–60%) GC content. It could possibly be the case that
linkage of GC-poor loci to GC-optimal loci (∼50%) results in more
efficient recovery of low-GC DNA proximal to rRNA loci, if it is
the case that heat production from bead-beating (partially) denatures DNA before it is bound to a silica column. This would be
similar to the bias introduced against GC-poor loci during DNA
extraction from agarose gel slices described elsewhere [12]. This
was not investigated further here because we aimed to investigate GC biases inherent to HTS workflows without going into
details of which mechanisms within each workflow introduced
biases.
The even coverage of the Nanopore datasets over a wide
range of GC contents, albeit for only 2 organisms with very different global GC contents, is promising, especially for metagenome
sequencing where long reads will greatly simplify assembly.
The application of Nanopore technology to metagenomics is
currently still limited by cost, read quality, and throughput,
although this situation has been improving considerably ever
since the development of the technology [23]. In the meantime,
when a combination of sequencing platforms are being used
(e.g., if using long reads to improve assembly in combination
with short reads to provide high coverage), there is the possibility that Nanopore reads, or reads derived from any other
demonstrably unbiased HTS workflow, could be used as an internal standard to evaluate and perhaps correct for GC biases or
other coverage biases from cheaper or more high-throughput,
but biased, workflows.
The examination of the GC biases in 5 different workflows
is informative even for single-genome sequencing. It is perhaps
unsurprising that the PCR-based Nextera XT workflow producing libraries for MiSeq and NextSeq would be heavily GC-biased.
It has been reported previously that extreme GC content can
complicate a single-genome sequencing project [6, 9, 13], and
our results are illustrative of why this is the case, showing, for
example, 10-fold or worse under-coverage of GC windows under 30% in MiSeq data. However, the lack of PCR in the library
preparation for the PacBio workflow did not completely alleviate
GC bias, although it would appear to have been lessened, and
there exists the possibility that the primary bias in this workflow could have been introduced at the stage of DNA isolation.
It is, perhaps, curious that the PacBio and HiSeq workflows gave
similar profiles of GC bias despite the PacBio workflow having
no PCR and the HiSeq workflow having 11 PCR cycles. It is commonly taken as best practice to use a PCR-free sequencing library preparation method for metagenomic studies when sample biomass is not limiting [12, 24], but, nonetheless, it can be
seen that PCR is not the only major contributor to GC bias in
HTS.
We have shown the occurrence of GC biases in 5 independent metagenome datasets in order to illustrate the points also
addressed with the single-genome experiments, namely, that
there are GC-dependent coverage biases that manifest in a manner dependent upon the particular workflow used. The production of these datasets encompassed a range of different sequencing technologies and library preparation workflows with
between 4 and 14 PCR cycles in each case. Because of this, the
profile and severity of GC biases differed considerably among
these datasets (Supplementary Videos 1–5). Owing to the fact
that PCR is commonly cited as a major contributor to GC bias
[13], it is often recommended to reduce the number of PCR cycles (or to eliminate PCR altogether) as far as sample biomass
and other experimental constrains allow [25]. We did not design our experiments nor analyses to assess the individual
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between species [3, 22]. However, in a shotgun metagenome survey (which also exhibits the abovementioned DNA extraction biases) the under-coverage of the predominantly GC-poor regions
of Fusobacterium sp. C1’s genome would, based on results presented here, result in a severe under-estimation of its relative
abundance. It was this notion that prompted us to delve deeper
into assessing the relationships between GC content and coverage in various HTS platforms.
Results presented here showed that local GC content correlated well with coverage biases in MiSeq and NextSeq datasets
produced from libraries made using Nextera XT kits. Furthermore, after normalizing coverage data and performing polynomial regression, approximate descriptions of GC bias profiles in
mathematical terms were derived for our MiSeq and NextSeq
workflows. The quadratic equations presented in Supplementary Fig. 2 are perhaps not the most accurate descriptions of GC
bias possible, based on deviations of the data points from the
quadratic curves, especially at the extremities of the explored
GC content. This suggests that the GC-biasing mechanism(s) do
not follow exactly the relationships implied by the quadratic expressions. Nonetheless, the proximity of the data points to the
quadratic regression curves (Supplementary Fig. 2) is quite good
considering that coverage would, in theory, be described in such
plots (Supplementary Fig. 2) as the line “y = 0” if there was no
coverage bias due to local GC content. It could be argued that
there is a combination of ≥2 different GC-biasing mechanisms
at work in the MiSeq workflow. One of these is linked to the
fact that reads with high GC content generally have lower quality (Phred scores) (Supplementary Fig. 3) and quality filtering affected high-GC reads (roughly >65% GC) more than other reads
with balanced and low GC contents (Supplementary Fig. 4). It
could be the case that the reduction in the proportions of reads
passing quality filtering between ∼65% and 80% GC content in
the Agrobacterium, Ensifer, and Sphingobium MiSeq datasets could
be predominantly responsible for the corresponding declines
in the relative coverage seen at >65% GC content (Fig. 2). The
NextSeq reads did not show such a trend of quality filtering disproportionately affecting reads of between 65% and 80% GC content. This may explain why the NextSeq datasets have unchanging relative coverage between ∼55% and 72% GC content, at least
for the Rhizobium and Aminobacter datasets (Fig. 3). The lower
relative coverage at low GC contents evident in the MiSeq and
NextSeq datasets is not linked to quality filtering of the reads,
indicating that the mechanisms biasing against GC-rich and GCpoor windows are different. It can also be concluded that quality
filtering was not largely responsible for the GC bias in the HiSeq
dataset (Fig. 3, Supplementary Fig. 4), although our HiSeq data
are representative of only low and moderate GC contents. Although it is clear that the quality filtering resulted in at least
some of the under-coverage seen at higher GC contents, we still
maintain that it is correct to refer to this effect as “GC bias” because quality filtering is a necessary part of data analysis and
the low quality is related to the sequencer not being capable of
calling bases with high confidence in high-GC reads.
GC-related coverage biases were seen in HiSeq and PacBio
workflows (at least for Fusobacterium sp. C1) in a manner clearly
different to an approximate polynomial curve (Fig. 3). Another
facet of the differences between GC bias profiles among HTS
workflows is seen in the error bars of the plots of the HiSeq and
PacBio datasets, which, for low-GC regions (<40% GC) are large
in comparison with the error bars seen in the plots of the MiSeq,
NextSeq, and Nanopore datasets. Based on the sharpness of the
peaks (indicating coverage) in Fig. 1 corresponding to changes in
GC content for MiSeq and NextSeq data in comparison with the
wider corresponding peaks of PacBio and HiSeq coverage plots,
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izing to the average coverage in a single 1% wide GC bin (49% GC)
for each molecule (chromosome). This would make it not feasible to have a single normalization procedure that would work
on genomes with very low to very high average GC contents because not all of these would have a sufficient number of 49% GC
windows, and was the reason why we used a different protocol to visually present the GC biases in metagenome datasets.
It could be possible to account for GC biases in a metagenome
dataset by characterizing the biases as we have described and
adjusting the relative coverage levels in a GC-dependent manner. Alternatively, a workflow inherently devoid of GC bias, such
as the Nanopore sequencing workflow used here, could be used
for metagenome sequencing, albeit at a higher cost or with lower
coverage.

Potential Implications
HTS is being applied ever more frequently in genome and
metagenome sequencing–based investigations. GC biases are
prevalent in HTS datasets produced from a wide variety of library building and sequencing platforms, with the notable exception of the Nanopore workflow used here. Some of the most
obvious and serious implications of uneven coverage in HTS include skewed abundance estimates in metagenomics projects
and the presence of gaps in genome assemblies due to systematic under-coverage of low- or high-GC loci. To our knowledge,
no metagenomics data analysis pipeline currently accounts for
GC biases for the purposes of estimating species, gene, or pathway (etc.) abundances. While many researchers may be aware of
the existence of GC biases, the manifestation of GC biases differs between HTS workflows, which may make it difficult for researchers to understand how their HTS workflows are affected
by GC bias. For instance, we show <10-fold under-coverage for
30% GC windows, worsening to ∼30-fold under-coverage for 20%
GC windows in our MiSeq workflow. To address this issue, we
have, along with this article, made available a bioinformatics
pipeline that can facilitate researchers in easily getting an understanding, at least in qualitative terms, of the GC biases in
their HTS workflows, using data they may already have to hand.
Such understanding of GC biases can be used to find solutions to various problems. For example, if a lab/research group
routinely performs a lot of genome sequencing followed by assembly, they may supplement their normal library preparation
protocol, for instance with PCR additives, to alter GC biases, using the pipeline here to understand the effects of their alterations. This approach could facilitate making smarter choices in
the laboratory to maximize the fitness for purpose of datasets or
making workflows more cost-effective. Alternatively, if feasible,
they may use an inherently less biased (or even unbiased) workflow, such as the Nanopore workflow here. Another obvious implication of understanding GC biases could be a better interpretation of metagenomic data, or possibly even correcting abundance estimates for GC biases. In cases of HTS workflows featuring extreme GC biases, such as seen for Nextera XT followed
by MiSeq or NextSeq sequencing, it would be extremely advantageous to account for GC biases during data analysis, while
for other HTS workflows subject to very little GC bias (e.g., the
Nanopore workflow), it may prove futile to attempt to improve
abundance estimate accuracies by accounting for GC bias. A less
obvious approach in the field of metagenomics would be to actually take advantage of GC bias. For instance, it may be possible
in some cases to use additives in the PCR step of metagenome
library preparation to adjust the GC bias in favour of the
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contributions to GC bias from any of the individual steps of library preparation, but work here and elsewhere also indicates
that there are sources of GC bias other than PCR [9, 25]. The
analysis of the metagenome datasets reiterated the observation
from the single-genome sequencing datasets where GC biases
differ between different sequencing workflows and highlights
how important it is to consider this before committing to an
experimental workflow. Furthermore, if the GC bias profile in a
metagenome dataset is assessed following an assembly of the
data, it may be possible to estimate parameters to be used to reduce abundance estimate errors due to GC bias. However, we did
not explore the application of corrections to account for GC bias
during data processing in this work.
Even for sequencing projects using the same sequencing
technology with the same library preparation workflows, it
must be considered that there could be within- and betweenlaboratory variation. For instance, it is possible that differences
in equipment/instrumentation (e.g., in ramp rates of thermocyclers [13]) between laboratories otherwise using the same protocols could alter the GC biases. And naturally, the use of different
HTS workflows (including the use of different library preparation kits, different fragmentation methods, different DNA polymerases, etc.) would be expected to alter the relationships between GC content and coverage considerably [5–8, 12, 13]. As
discussed in the Introduction, PCR additives can be used to mitigate the under-coverage of low- or high-GC regions, but these
approaches tend to exacerbate biases in other regions. Thus,
such an approach can possibly find utility in single-genome sequencing but is not viable for metagenome sequencing. For this
reason, it may be even more important in metagenomic studies
to understand the GC biases inherent in a sequencing workflow
and account for them during data analysis.
The relationships between local GC content and relative coverage presented here for single bacterial genome sequencing
agree, at least qualitatively, with data published elsewhere [11,
13], in that low- and high-GC regions exhibit under-coverage in
comparison with GC-neutral regions. The strong bias against
GC-poor loci, as in the genome of Fusobacterium here, was previously reported for the genome of the important pathogen Plasmodium falciparum (19.3% GC average) [5]. However, our results
also contradict some other findings, such as where it was reported that 30% GC regions were more highly covered than 50%
GC regions for MiSeq and PacBio data [9]. Those data sets were
produced in workflows using different library production protocols to our in-house data, illustrating the point made above,
that there can be differences in coverage biases between different laboratories that use different HTS workflows, such that any
attempt at accounting for GC biases must be calibrated to the
protocols and equipment in each laboratory separately.
Nonetheless, we propose that strategies similar to the coverage normalization procedures described herein [19] could be
a basis for generating lab-specific and protocol-specific descriptions of GC bias, at least in qualitative terms. However, it is uncertain how consistently HTS workflows will conform to previously derived descriptions of GC bias profiles for each individual
workflow, as illustrated by the differences in the GC biases between our NextSeq datasets. For this reason, we would recommend extreme caution in naively using polynomial/quadratic
regression as a model to describe normalized local GC content
versus coverage in NexteraXT libraries sequenced with MiSeq
or NextSeq despite how consistently we have shown this to describe GC biases in such datasets from our group. One major
drawback of our coverage normalization procedure for bacterial
genome sequencing GC bias analyses is that it relies on normal-
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average GC content of a non-culturable organism for which a de
novo assembly is desired from metagenome reads. Ultimately,
knowledge regarding the biases inherent in the production of a
dataset can yield options to optimize the suitability of the data
for the research questions and facilitate a more accurate interpretation of the data during analysis.

MH, a publicly available assembly was used (CP020538-42).
Where necessary, the RAST annotation server [32] was used to
predict CDSs, rRNAs, and tRNAs. Circular plots of genome assembly and annotation information were made using BRIG [33].
All genome sequencing reads generated in this work were deposited to SRA under the BioProject number PRJNA503577.

Methods

Coverage evenness assessment of isolate genome
sequencing

Strain isolation

Genome sequencing, assembly, and annotation
DNA isolation was performed using the MoBio UltraClean Microbial DNA isolation kit (Qiagen, Hilden, Germany) in all cases
except for the ddPCR experiment and Nanopore library preparations for which high molecular weight DNA was isolated using the Genomic Mini AX Bacteria kit (A&A Biotechnology, Gdynia, Poland). For MiSeq (2 × 251 bp paired reads) and NextSeq
(2 × 151 bp paired reads), libraries were prepared using the Nextera XT V2 Sample preparation kit (Illumina, CA, USA) according to the manufacturer’s instructions with the modification of
increasing the number of PCR cycles from 12 to 14 during the
library amplification step.
In the HiSeq workflow, genomic DNA was sheared using a
R XL (Diagenode Inc., Denville, NJ), with 6 rounds of
Bioruptor
15 seconds sonication separated by 90-second intervals. Sheared
DNA was converted into Illumina-compatible libraries using a
NEBNext library kit E6070L (Ipswich, MA) using adapters described elsewhere [26]. Following this, the library was amplified
with 11 cycles of PCR using AmpliTaq Gold polymerase (Applied
Biosystems, Foster City, CA) and cleaned using Agencourt AMPure XP (Beckman Coulter, Inc., Brea, CA) bead purification, following the manufacturer’s protocol.
For Nanopore and PacBio sequencing, high molecular weight
DNA was routinely extracted from liquid cultures of bacteria using the Genomic Mini AX Bacteria kit (A&A Biotechnology [060–
60], Gdynia, Poland). Nanopore libraries were prepared with the
Rapid Sequencing kit SQK-RAD004 (Oxford Nanopore Technologies, Oxford, United Kingdom) and sequenced on a FLO-MIN106
flow cell. Reads were base-called using Albacore V.2.3.0. PacBio
sequencing was performed as described elsewhere [27], with sequencing libraries being prepared using a PCR-free ligation of sequencing adapters to fragmented blunt-ended double-stranded
DNA.
Adapter contaminants and low-quality 3 ends were trimmed
from the Illumina reads with Cutadapt v1.8.3 [28]. Nanopore
reads were cleaned with Porechop V.0.2.3. PacBio reads were
quality filtered, adapter filtered, and converted from ∗.bax.h5
to fastq format using pls2fasta from the blasr package
(v1.0.0.126414) [29]. Paired Illumina reads were merged with
AdapterRemoval v2.1.0 [30] and assembled using SPAdes v3.10
[31]. For Fusobacterium sp. C1, assembly was performed with
Unicycler v0.4.3 running SPAdes v3.11.0 and racon using only
NextSeq and Nanopore reads. For Sphingobium herbicidovorans

Cleaned, quality-filtered sequencing reads were aligned to their
draft genome assemblies using bwa-mem v0.7.15-r1140 [34] for
MiSeq, NextSeq, and HiSeq reads or minimap2 [35] for Nanopore
and PacBio reads. For paired reads, the merged and unmerged
reads were mapped separately to their reference assemblies and
the resulting alignment files were merged using samtools merge
[36]. Secondary and supplementary alignments were removed
using samtools view with the flag “-F 0 × 900.” The coverage at
each nucleotide position was calculated using samtools v1.4.1
(depth -a option) [36]. Because abnormal coverage (relative to the
chromosome[s]) can arise from multicopy plasmids, phages, unresolved repeats [10], etc., contigs shorter than 10 kb were discarded and then contigs (longer than 10 kb) with abnormal coverages were identified using a modified z-score based on median absolute deviation with a threshold of 10 [37] and removed
from further analyses. The exceptions were that the length cutoff was increased to 100,000 for the Aminobacter assembly owing to highly variable coverage in contigs between 10,000 and
100,000 bp, and the elements annotated as plasmids for S. herbicidovorans MH were manually removed. Local GC contents and
sequencing coverages were calculated in 500-nt sliding windows, in a similar approach to elsewhere [13], unless otherwise
specified. Coverages were normalized by binning the coverage
windows by GC content, with bins being 1% wide, and the coverages of all windows were divided by the average coverage of
the windows binned at 49% GC. The choice of 49% GC as a baseline was due to the fact that all of our in-house datasets had
≥3 500-nt windows with this GC content. GC percentage windows with <3 points were discarded. Polynomial regression was
performed on the log-transformed average coverage of each 1%
wide GC bin using the polyfit function of python’s numpy package with 2 degrees of polynomial fitting and weights set to the
number of windows for each 1% wide GC bin. The conclusions
derived from the results presented here are not affected by the
choice of a sliding window width of 500 nt. This was confirmed
by repeating the analyses using window sizes ranging from 50 to
5,000 nt (Supplementary Fig. 6). The deviations indicated by the
error bars were a little larger for smaller windows, while there
were fewer windows with less extreme GC contents when looking at large window sizes. Nonetheless, the overall trends in the
analyses remain very consistent regardless of window size. Further information, including source code for in-house scripts, is
available [19].

Metagenome assembly and coverage evenness
assessment
Metagenome datasets were retrieved from several sources.
Datasets ERR526087 (2 × 100 bp) and SRR5035895 (2 × 300 bp)
were retrieved with the fastq-dump utility of the SRA toolkit
V.2.9.0. The longest reads in these datasets were split in half in
order to retrieve the original read pairs, while shorter reads, presumably trimmed for quality or removal of technical sequences,
were discarded because the read pairs were concatenated
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The model organism primarily and initially used to investigate
coverage biases, Fusobacterium sp. C1, was isolated from a frozen
sample of the contents of a vulture’s large intestine. The sample
was thawed, serially diluted, and spread on anaerobic medium
plates (Statens Serum Institut, Denmark) in an anaerobic jar
with an environment consisting of 90% N2 and 10% H2 at 37◦ C.
The isolate was purified with several rounds of streaking in the
same conditions.
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Table 2: Primer pairs used for ddPCR
Product

Forward primer

Reverse primer

Product size

ATP synthase β-subunit
SSU ribosomal protein S3
SSU ribosomal RNA

TGCTAAGGGACATGGAGGAC
CGGAAGAAAAGGTGCTGAAAT
GCAGCAGTGGGGAATATTGG

AAGTCATCGGCTGGTACGTA
CTACGCTTCTCCTCCTTCCC
CTGTTTGCTACCCACGCTTT

414 bp
424 bp
413 bp

Table 3: Primers used to amplify 5.3-kb regions with different GC contents from Fusobacterium C1’s genome
Primer sequence

NormA F
NormA R
RNA F
RNA R

TACTAGCTCCACTTTTAATACCTG
GCTCTTCTTATTTCACCTTCATCT
CTGTCTTTGCAAACCTTTCTATT
ATTTGGCTTCTTGTGTTTTAGTT

without annotation of the concatenation point, making it
impossible to recover the original paired reads. SRS049959
(2 × 100 bp) was downloaded from the Human Metagenome
Project website with ftp. Raw metagenome read datasets for
SRR7521238 and SRR8570466 were available in-house owing to
our affiliations with the respective data producers [15, 20, 18].
The library preparation protocols varied between these datasets
(Table 1). Adapter contaminants and low-quality 3 ends were
trimmed from the reads with Cutadapt v1.8.3 [28] using TrimGalore as a wrapper script [38]. The datasets of ERR526087,
SRR5035895, and SRR7521238 were assembled using IDBA-UD
[39]. The dataset of SRR8570466 was assembled with MegaHit
[40] as described previously [15]. The assembly accompanying
dataset SRS049959 in the abovementioned ftp site of the Human
Metagenome Project was used.
Quality-filtered sequencing reads were mapped to
metagenome assemblies using bwa-mem v0.7.15-r1140 [34].
Following this, contigs shorter than 10 kb were discarded for
reasons described above. Read depths in 500-nt sliding windows
in each contig were calculated as described above. However,
metagenome contigs larger than 10 kb were not subject to
coverage-based filtering because each contig is treated as coming from an independent genetic element, and normalization
is performed within each contig (see below). This contrasts
with the approach taken for the whole-genome sequencing
experiments, where each contig passing all filtering steps is
considered equally abundant. The difference in approach stems
from the fact that too many contigs in metagenome assemblies
will not have a chosen common GC bin (e.g., 49%) and this would
lead to severely reduced representation of contigs derived from
genomes with high or low global GC contents. Within each
metagenome contig, the 500-nt windows were binned by GC
content into 1% wide bins and the average coverage of each 1%
wide GC bin was calculated within each contig. The coverage
ratios of all pairwise combinations of GC bins within each
contig were then calculated (i.e., the coverage ratio is a ratio
of the average coverage of a 1% wide numerator GC bin to the
average coverage of a 1% wide denominator GC bin). Following
this, the coverage ratio values for each combination of 2 1%
wide GC bins were averaged across all contigs that contain the
relevant 2 GC bins. These ratios were then log-transformed
(base 10), such that values >0 indicated that metagenomic
windows of the numerator’s GC content are more covered than
windows of the denominator’s GC content and vice versa for
values <0. These 3D data were plotted and rendered from a
series of azimuth angles and elevations using the matplotlib
and mpl toolkits libraries of python. The images were saved in

Orientation
Forward
Reverse
Forward
Reverse

Region
1,350,019–1,350,042
complement (1,355,348–1,355,371)
1,317,778–1,317,800
complement (1,323,108–1,323,130)

bitmap format, and the series of images were assembled, using
ffmpeg V.3.4.2-2 [41], into a video file to facilitate viewing of
the plots in 3 dimensions. The pipelines to calculate coverage
ratios between different metagenomics windows with different
GC contents, along with source code for in-house scripts, are
detailed in [19].

Quality of Illumina reads with respect to GC content
Raw Illumina reads were adapter trimmed with cutadapt (i) with
quality filtering disabled, and (ii) with default quality-filtering
settings. Custom biopython scripts were used to evaluate the effects of quality filtering on the GC content of reads. The scripts
calculated the GC content of each read and the median quality
(Phred score) of each read within a dataset. The median quality values of reads of each GC content percentile were plotted using the boxplot function of matplotlib in python (Supplementary Fig. 3). Furthermore, frequency distributions of the GC
contents of reads with and without quality filtering were plotted using the hist function of matplotlib in python. Following
this, relative proportions of reads for each GC content bin in
the histogram were calculated by dividing the proportions of the
quality-filtered reads by the corresponding proportions from the
non–quality-filtered reads (Supplementary Fig. 4).

ddPCR
A pangenome analysis was performed, following the methods
described in [42], on Fusobacterium sp. C1 and 18 other draft and
complete Fusobacterium genomes (Supplementary Table 3). From
this, 2 single-copy core genes were selected and primers targeting these and SSU rRNA were designed (Table 2). Fusobacterium
sp. C1 genomic DNA was double digested with HindIII and DraI
(NEB, Ipswich, MA). ddPCR was performed to assess the ratio
of SSU rRNA genes to 2 different single-copy genes. ddPCR was
performed using the QX-200 ddPCR system (Bio-Rad, Hercules,
CA), using EvaGreen ddPCR Supermix. Data analyses were performed using QuantaSoftTM Analysis Pro software (Bio-Rad, Hercules, CA). Further details are available in Supplementary Text.

Long-range PCR product sequencing
Primers were designed to uniquely amplify 2 different 5.3 kb
regions of the Fusobacterium sp. C1 genome with different GC
contents: 30.2% (Fig. 1, Ring 3, green bars) and 45.5% (Fig. 1,
Ring 3, red bars) (Table 3). After amplification, the PCR products
were quantified on the basis of Qubit (Invitrogen, Carsbad, CA)
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measurements and pooled into an equimolar mixture. Three independent paired PCR product mixtures were prepared in this
manner (further details available in Supplementary Text). Indexed libraries were prepared from these pools using the Nextera XT kit and sequencing was performed on a MiSeq, as described for genome sequencing.

Availability of Source Code and Requirements

Availability of Supporting Data and Materials
All sequencing reads associated with this project were deposited
to SRA under BioProject accession number PRJNA503577. Data
supporting this research are available in the GigaScience repository, GigaDB [43].

Additional Files
Supplementary Table 1. Genome sequencing datasets. A table
describing which workflows were used to sequence which bacteria, and the accession numbers of each data set in the NCBI’s
SRA.
Supplementary Text. Supplementary methods and results. Extra detail about the methods and results for the ddPCR analysis
and extra information about the methods for filtering aberrantly
covered contigs from analyses are included herein.
Supplementary Figure 1. Plots showing per-nucleotide coverage
and GC content in 49 nt sliding windows and the positions of
rRNA genes and protein-coding genes from 2 5.3-kb PCR products sequenced using the MiSeq workflow.
Supplementary Table 2: Numbers of reads mapped to 2 5.3-kb
equimolar PCR products from Fusobacterium. The numbers of
reads mapping to each of 2 5.3-kb PCR products in each of 3
replicates are shown, along with a ratio indicating the relative
coverage of each PCR product.
Supplementary Figure 2. Plots showing GC biases in MiSeq
and NextSeq workflows from several experiments along with
quadratic lines of best fit.
Supplementary Figure 3. For each dataset shown, the adapters
were trimmed from the reads with quality filtering disabled. The
read qualities are represented in 1% wide GC bins. The orange
dashes indicates the medians, the interquartile ranges are represented by boxes (rectangles), and the whiskers span the 10th
to the 90th percentiles.
Supplementary Figure 4. For each dataset shown, the adapters
were trimmed from the reads both with and without quality filtering enabled. Histograms of the proportions of reads at various
GC contents in each dataset were created, with identical bins of
GC content for both datasets. These proportions for the qualityfiltered data were then divided by the proportions of the non–
quality-filtered data. In this way, it can be seen whether quality filtering disproportionately affects the abundance of reads
passing quality filtering if the ratio is significantly different to
1.0. Dark blue bars indicate that the GC bin had ≥0.1% of the
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Programming language: python2.7, bash
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total abundance of reads in the dataset with quality filtering disabled, and below this value, the intensity of blue was scaled linearly down to no colour. This colour scaling focuses attention
on the GC contents that are reasonably abundant in the 500-nt
windows in the genomic GC bias analyses.
Supplementary Video 1. GC bias in female human faecal
metagenome (SRA accession No. ERR526087). Movie file showing
log-transformed (base 10) average coverage of 500-nt windows
of a foreground GC content divided by the average coverage of
500-nt windows of a background GC content.
Supplementary Video 2. GC bias in kelp-associated biofilm
metagenome (SRA accession No. SRR5035895). Movie file showing log-transformed (base 10) average coverage of 500-nt windows of a foreground GC content divided by the average coverage of 500-nt windows of a background GC content.
Supplementary Video 3. GC bias in human male faecal
metagenome (SRA accession No. SRS049959). Movie file showing
log-transformed (base 10) average coverage of 500-nt windows
of a foreground GC content divided by the average coverage of
500-nt windows of a background GC content.
Supplementary Video 4. GC bias in moving bed biofilm reactors with effluent wastewater metagenome (SRA accession No.
SRR8570466). Movie file showing log-transformed (base 10) average coverage of 500-nt windows of a foreground GC content
divided by the average coverage of 500-nt windows of a background GC content.
Supplementary Video 5. GC bias in turkey vulture intestinal contents metagenome (SRA accession No. SRR7521238). Movie file
showing log-transformed (base 10) average coverage of 500-nt
windows of a foreground GC content divided by the average coverage of 500-nt windows of a background GC content.
Supplementary Figure 5. Histogram showing GC content of SSU
rRNA genes in the Greengenes database
Supplementary Figure 6. All results presented in Figs 2 and 3
were repeated for a range of different genomic window sizes
ranging from 50 to 5,000 nt. The methodology was the same as
presented in Figs 2 and 3 except that the coverage values were
not normalized to the coverage of windows with 49% GC because
this was not feasible. Instead, the coverage was normalized according to the average coverage in each dataset.
Supplementary Table 3. Genome sequences used to identify
single-copy genes in Fusobacterium. Accession numbers used in a
comparative genomics approach that identified genes as singlecopy core genes in the Fusobacterium genus. Two of these singlecopy core genes were selected as targets for the ddPCR experiment.
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